
LO-VC to
E N G I N E
CONFIGURATION

This chapter provides information and guidance to help companies quickly and successfully make the journey

from using only the LOVC configurator to using Configuration Engine Knowledge Bases in IPC or CPQ as

well.  As with many such journeys in SAP, this can be a difficult one if you do not have all of the facts or the

benefit of experience from those who have done it.

No longer do you need to try to piece together a plan from presentations, online help, OSS notes, and word of

mouth.  We help you make sense of it all with a concise overview of the most important facts and

considerations.  Of course, there are likely to be more details that you may need along your journey, and we

recommend working with experts in configuration to help you navigate the path to the Configuration Engine.

PART IV
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How to Run a LOVC Model in IPC
If your LOVC model is fully compatible with the IPC, then you can generally follow these steps to run and test your model in the IPC.  Note that the

following assumes that you are using ECC to author and execute your models.  As a prerequisite, you must have the IPC installed in the system where

you execute your models.

1. Create a Knowledge Base using transaction CU31 – A Knowledge Base (KB) is a collection of Profiles referred to as a KB Object.  Within your KB Object, add Profiles for
each configurable material or class of materials that you want in your KB.

2. Create a Runtime Version for your KB using transaction CU34 – A Runtime Version (RT) is a snapshot of all the data and logic in a KB in a specific plant on a specific
date.  The RT contains the characteristic, class, configuration profile, object dependency, variant table, variant function, and BOM data for the configurable materials in
your KB.  

If you get warnings or errors while generating your RT, then you have IPC compatibilities in your KB.  Warnings explain what functionality in your LO-VC model will be
missing in your RT.  Errors prevent RT generation altogether.  Note that not all IPC incompatibilities are identified in RT generation, so it is important to understand the IPC
Delta List(s) explained below.  

3. Deploy your Runtime Version using transaction SA38 to run program CFG_ERP_REQUEST_DB – This step loads the RT data into the ECC database which is read
whenever IPC configuration is performed in an ECC system.  Note that this step is different if you are running IPC in a system other than ECC.  

4. Test your VC model in the IPC using transaction CU50 – If you have not already done so, you must make a setting to run your VC model in IPC.  This can be done using
transaction PMEVC or running program RCUIPCSWITCH using transaction SA38.  Use setting “VC in Production, IPC in Test” if you want to be prompted to run either the
IPC or LO-VC configurator for that model in CU50.
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Anytime you make changes to a VC model that is included in a KB, you must create a new RT and then deploy it to see the effect of the changes in the

IPC in ECC.  Note that you could optionally create and deploy a new build of an existing RT if your changes are relevant during updates of existing saved

configurations for that RT.



The IPC Delta List(s)

Within the SAP configuration community, we often talk

about the infamous “IPC Delta List”.  The Delta List is
actually a synopsis of the key differences between LO
VC and Configuration Engine.  It has been known as the
IPC Delta List since the late 1990s, so we will call it that in

this eBook to avoid confusion.  Some items on the Delta

List are informational and thus educate the reader about

differences in the use of LOVC and IPC.  Other items

highlight modeling changes that may be required to make

an LOVC model work in the IPC.  The remaining items

denote LOVC features or modeling constructs that are

simply not supported in the IPC at all.

The first challenge is that Delta List is in a continual state of flux.  Items are added
as new differences are found, and items are removed when SAP decides to make
program changes that eliminates a difference by making it work effectively the
same way in both LO-VC and IPC.  SAP removes differences when it determines that
enough customers are significantly challenged by a given difference and eliminating
that difference requires a reasonable amount of development.  Note however that
differences that are removed are typically done so as of a particular ECC Ehp and
Support Pack level.  This means that you may need to install Enp and/or Support
Packs to remove a specific difference (if you are currently running an earlier level).

The second challenge is that there really no single definitive “Delta List” but
instead there are many.  The SAP online help provides one source of the Delta List,
but this help occurs in multiple places and can easily get out of synch or out of date
(see first challenge above).  Another source of the Delta List is OSS notes which
generally provide a better source of up-to-date and detailed technical information.
 Composite notes like 1819856 provide a list of various differences, each which is
addressed by more specific notes.  Be careful as some notes are superseded by
other notes as differences change or are eliminated.  

Finally there is the ECC message class VSCE that is used in Runtime Version
Consistency Checker.  Note however that not all differences are detected by the
Runtime Version Consistency Checker (although all of them that prevent generation
of a Runtime Version are).

eLogic has mitigated these challenges and confusion by developing this eBook along with webinars, presentations, and service offerings that make it far easier for SAP

users to make the journey to the IPC (or Configuration Engine).  We have developed and maintain our own database of incompatibilities with detailed information

for our customers and our consultants.  You can see examples of this information in our eBook titled "IPC Delta eBook".
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Readiness Assessment

For many companies, the path from VC to the Configuration
Engine may be blocked by some incompatibilities that are
present in their existing LO-VC models.  We recommend an
evaluation to understand and plan for the effort required to
make those models compatible.  This evaluation should ideally
be done as soon as possible -- well in advance of other digital
and ecommerce initiatives so that they are not unnecessarily
delayed due to prerequisite conversion work.  

The first step in an evaluation is to determine which
incompatibilities are present in your existing models and decide
which incompatibilities you want to address and which you can
ignore.  The next step is to understand the best way to change
models to remedy incompatibilities and determine the level of
effort to make those changes.  The final step is to plan for
redevelopment of any critical, unsupported LO-VC functionality
in the IPC.  This typically involves customization of the JSPUI (or
the application that calls the Configuration Engine).

Determining the incompatibilities in your models is not as simple as viewing
the results of the Runtime Version consistency checker.  The consistency
checker does not identify all situations where LO-VC functionality would be
lost (or specifically what will happen) if a given model is run in the IPC.  A
detailed inspection of the models using a thorough knowledge of the IPC
Delta List is needed to minimize unexpected gaps in IPC behavior.  The cost
and time impact of missing a key incompatibility or lost functionality could be
substantial.  We advocate seeking expert advice if you are not certain of all
potential impacts.

Next, determining the best way (or the level of effort) to resolve an
incompatibility may also not be obvious.  Like any configuration modeling,
there are a few techniques that work well and many more that do not.  You
also need to account for the requisite testing and migration effort that goes
along with any modeling effort.  Note that you should stop using incompatible
constructs right away in model maintenance and new model development
(i.e. so that you don’t create more incompatibilities that must later be
addressed).

eLogic has developed fixed price Readiness Assessments for companies
that want expert help with this type of initiative.  These assessments take
the guesswork out of this critically important activity and help quantify this
potentially unplanned expense.  We have performed numerous assessments
and have a systematic and comprehensive process that enables us to
provide high value at a low cost.
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Model Conversion

Before you can begin using your LO-VC models in the
Configuration Engine, you will need to update your models to
address any incompatibilities that are present.  When repetitive
in nature, some of these updates can be automated using
custom programs or modeling mass maintenance tools.  The
remaining updates will have to be performed manually.  Planning
how you will make each update is important to accurately
setting the project budget and timeline.

Once all of the updates have been made, you need to confirm
that your revised models produce the same outcomes as
original models.  Some of the updates may require significant
modeling changes, and those changes in combination may
produce unexpected results.  Thorough testing is required to
ensure that modeling changes have the desired effect.
 Remember that you need to test all forms of configuration and
object dependency usages including sales documents, material
variants, and classification.  Historical configurations and their
results offer a large set of real world test cases that provide a
good starting point for testing.

After you have completed testing, you must migrate your updated
configuration models from your Testing system into your Production
system.  Because this may involve migration of numerous models and
changes, you must confirm (after completing the migration) that your
models are identical in your Testing and Production systems.  Missing even
one update between these systems may lead to unexpected (and
potentially very costly) errors.

For the reasons stated above and the large scale of model changes that
may be required, we advise against making these model updates in your
Production system.  If you typically perform configuration model
maintenance in your Production system, now is a good time to rethink that
approach (at least for a model conversion).  As you can also see, modeling
and testing tools are very useful for a conversion effort.  We do not
recommend doing the conversion work manually if you have a large volume
of conversion work to do.

If eLogic performs your Readiness Evaluation, we will also offer you a fixed
price Conversion proposal for any identified incompatibilities that you want
us to resolve.  Our proposals are attractively priced due to deep experience
in this type of work and our extensive ability to automate and facilitate
tasks through the use of our proprietary custom programs, modeling
utilities (for mass maintenance), and testing tools.
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